KRALOY FB DRC DUPLEX RECEPTACLE COVER

Kraloy® FB DRC Duplex Receptacle Cover
Product Description:
Kraloy®’s FB DRC Duplex Receptacle Cover is a nonmetallic
cover plate package.
Product Code: Brown 078877, Gold 078878, Gray 078618 &
Light Almond 078841

Application:
The Kraloy FB DRC Duplex Receptacle Cover plate completes
the flush-mount floor receptacle installation by providing the
means for a duplex receptacle device to install in the round
floor box.

Physical Properties:
The Kraloy FB DRC Duplex Receptacle Cover is available in a
choice of colors to match the environmental esthetics. Each
FB DRC package includes the nonmetallic cover body, PVC
leveling ring adapter, duplex receptacle faceplate with
mounting screws and blank cover with gasket and captive
holding screw.

Installation Procedure:
1. Remove ears from any standard duplex device and attach
conductors.
2. Install Duplex Receptacle Device (not furnished) to Cover
(DRCB) with furnished 6-32 screws. (Holes on 3.281"
centers.)
3. Position the Face Plate over the Duplex Receptacle.

Specification:

4. Secure using the two 3/8" oval-slotted screws.

The flush mount floor receptacle cover plate shall be
nonmetallic and provide for the installation of a standard
duplex receptacle. The cover plate color shall be (indicate color
choice) and the cover plate shall be supplied with a blank
cover and gasket to shield the receptacle when not in use.

5. Place the rubber O-ring on 6 - 32x1" Captive Screw.

Approved Products:
Kraloy FB DRC

6. Remove the backing from the gasket and apply to the
underside of the blank cover.
7. Thread screw into center hole of Blank Cover.
8. Position the Blank Cover to align the screw with the 6-32
hole of the Duplex Device and tighten screw until the Blank
Cover textured surface is flush with the cover.
9. To complete installation of the floor box, apply PVC cement
to the leveling ring and
6-32 x 1"
the top inside edge of the
Captive Screw
floor box.
O-Ring
10. Press the cover assembly
to the floor box for a
perfect fit to the
finished floor.
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